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Wedding Balloon Arch 

Borunballoon factoryshelves a newwedding 

balloon arch, and as the main sales balloon 

products ofQianjiabrand.Borunas one of 

thebestballoon manufacturersin China, the 

production oflatex balloonsare mainly used to 

combineballoon arches, and the main use 

ofballoon archesscene is the party and wedding. 

Many of ourballoon archproducts are used to 

decorate weddings after customers buy them. At 

the happiest time of their lives, customers choose to purchaseballoon 

archesfromBorunBalloon Factoryto decorate, which is the greatest recognition of 

theballoon factory. 

 

 

Product Description 

Thiswedding balloon archwith metallic gold balloons and matte skin balloons is currently 

one of themorepopularballoon setsin Europe and the United States. The designer referred 

to many European and American weddings and love stories when designing thiswedding 

balloon arch, and finally used gold and skin tone to enhance the grandness of the 

wedding and make all the guests pay more attention to this wedding, while matching 

matte white balloons to enhance the holy and romantic sense of the wedding. When your 

lover hand-held slowly towards you, in thewedding balloon archunder the knees to 

propose to you, you will not shed tears of happiness? When your friends and family for 

your wedding session photos, in thewedding balloon arch setoff will be very beautiful. 

  

According to feedback from previous customers, thewedding balloon archif it is 

assembled 2 hours before the wedding is held, because alllatex balloonswill undergo 

natural oxidation after the completion of inflation. After your good friends arrive at your 

wedding site, all hands together to blow up the balloons to decorate the wedding, which is 

also a blessing to you. You do not have to worry about your friends do not know how to 

assemble thewedding balloon arch, in the product package, we have carefully made the 

production process for customers, the operation is very simple, children can also 

participate in the production. But you must look at the different sizes of balloons, the 

balloon will be inflated to the standard size, so that the balloons show the best results. 

  

After a long period of development,BorunBalloon Factoryhas formed a high-end custom 

studio based on the factory with an excellent design team and a mature business team. 

Qianjia brand of allballoon archescan support private customization, if you want to 

customize the balloon set, just provide us with photos or effects of the product we can 

make the corresponding set for you. Or you can describe your design ideas to our 
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business manager we can alsocustomize thewedding balloon archdecoration for you. 

 


